
Abhas Mittal
Creative Senior Software Engineer o�ering 5 years of experience. Enthusiastic about developing forward-
thinking solutions to tomorrow's productivity problems. Accomplished in delivering quality output within
stringent timelines. Demonstrated a strong capacity to lead teams and collaborate.

  +91 82660 63709   mittalabhas1@gmail.com   abhasmittal.com   Delhi NCR

WORK EXPERIENCE

Flyhomes Inc., Senior Software Engineer (Full Stack) (April 2017 - Present)
Led the technology in the success story of Flyhomes during its multiple funding
rounds including $21M by Canvas Ventures and $17M by Andreessen Horowitz.

Developed a search engine querying the database for the location of
listings and other search parameters for buying the house using
ReactJS/Redux and Ruby-on-Rails serving 80k customers till date
Automated several manual operations involved in buying a house: brought
down the time taken to draft o�ers on any house from 45 minutes to 5
minutes and time to �nd the best price through comparable listing analysis
from an hour to under 15 minutes saving hours of manual work by the
operations team every single day
Created a customised recommendation system to suggest listings to
prospective buyers based on their search criteria
Planned architecture for automated and scheduled migration of data from
MLS providers to a single source (over 20 million listings till date)
Created design systems that the company has been using since 2018
Engineered from ground up, the CRM software ("terminal") for over 200
employees and led integrations with other CRMs like Copper and Close
Created a feed based on the user's saved search on the lines of inbox zero

Nikola Tech Pvt. Ltd., Software Engineer (June 2015 - March 2017)
Partnered with the founders to create cutting edge apps. Shaped app's MVP
and developed it from scratch

Handled tech behind Strawberry POS, the restaurant point of sale system in
a three membered engineering team
Led end to end development of Go Strawberry, an online order cum loyalty
and feedback management platform for restaurants, developed using
Django Rest Framework and React-Redux Stack powered by Typescript and
Service Workers
Developed Email Scheduler from scratch to timely deliver email reports of
restaurant's daily transactions using Node JS
Built print module for Strawberry Register, an electron application and a
chrome app to use the Strawberry POS cashier web app as a desktop
application for print and networking e�ects
Led integrations with Mobikwik, Paytm, Razorpay and Stripe

EDUCATION

B.Tech, Pulp and Paper Engineering
Indian Institute of Technology,
Roorkee (2015)

SKILLS

Javascript ReactJS Redux

ExpressJS NodeJS

React Native Ruby

Ruby-on-Rails Python Django

Selenium PHP Postgres

Amazon Web Services (AWS)

ElasticBeanStalk SQS S3

HTML5 CSS3 Design Systems

CERTIFICATIONS

Neural Networks and Deep Learning
October 2018

Structuring Machine Learning
Projects
November 2018

Improving Deep Neural Networks:
Hyperparameter tuning,
Regularization and Optimization
November 2018
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